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4
00:00:41.550 --> 00:00:58.530
wah chiu: Okay, good. Thank you so much hope everybody have a nice break. And
I'd like to introduce a bit about our center activities. So our center is
funded by NIH as a national Pio em single particle

5
00:01:00.570 --> 00:01:02.640
wah chiu: Quiet yam center.

6
00:01:03.030 --> 00:01:07.860 wah chiu: And so as I pointed out a couple days
ago, we have two missions.

7
00:01:08.220 --> 00:01:10.260
wah chiu: One is for the data collections.

8
00:01:11.550 --> 00:01:25.530
wah chiu: For uses. And then the other two trend individual who lied to
become independent choir em. Investigators say these few days activity.

9
00:01:26.580 --> 00:01:43.950
wah chiu: Fulfill hours second missions and I like to introduce a bit about
the accessibility of of our, our data collection facility. So if you go to
our website here by OEM dot select

10
00:01:44.430 --> 00:01:53.910
wah chiu: stanford.edu as to see to and you will see the general website. So
this in this menu here. There, alrighty of

11



00:01:54.690 --> 00:02:08.280
wah chiu: drop down menu, say if you are interested in learning how to get
access to our facility, you can click these party applications and you expand
to you.

12
00:02:09.120 --> 00:02:20.400 wah chiu: Who can apply and and how you, you
may apply. So we run our send a similar to the X way signature on

13
00:02:21.120 --> 00:02:40.500
wah chiu: Crystallography be nice and you submit a software project proposals
and their proposal will be. You are a by a panel of experts and then depends
on what the vibrations would be, and we will inform you, whether you will be

14
00:02:41.940 --> 00:03:00.840
wah chiu: Qualified to use our facility, then our staff scientists will you
do our staff scientists will contact you about the logistics in terms of
shipping the specimens and do the data collections. So far, the data
collection can be done.

15
00:03:01.980 --> 00:03:18.840
wah chiu: With the investigator come to our site. In fact, we have implement
the remote data collections, wherever you are. You can participate in the
data collection through the entire map and

16
00:03:19.980 --> 00:03:49.470 wah chiu: And then you may ask the question,
how do you qualify to be to be using our facility in general in your
applications, you need to describe what the purpose of your projects are and
and then also describe what have you done using choir em what for your
special projects and since

17
00:03:50.670 --> 00:03:55.620
wah chiu: This month we have two more new instrument does

18
00:03:57.300 --> 00:04:02.550
wah chiu: In operation. So I think we definitely have more

19
00:04:05.490 --> 00:04:16.920
wah chiu: More instrument to be accessible to the user than the last year.
And so I think we do anchor which you and your colleagues who have

20
00:04:18.180 --> 00:04:19.920
wah chiu: Project using our

21
00:04:21.330 --> 00:04:33.060



wah chiu: 300 kilo yet on Michael Scott will be useful for your endeavors.
You can just submit the applications and we in the past we have

22
00:04:33.930 --> 00:04:42.900 wah chiu: Irregular deadline for each rung of
the variations of the proposals, since many almost back together. All of us
have been said, the

23
00:04:43.320 --> 00:04:56.430
wah chiu: LAST FEW MONTHS AND A LOT OF BEING has to catch up and and get the
lab going. So I think at the moment our application deadline is more linear
in be expect to be for the remaining

24
00:04:57.690 --> 00:05:07.620
wah chiu: months of this year. And when we get how that again. Then we will
implement the deadline for application so

25
00:05:08.460 --> 00:05:30.030
wah chiu: Once you get back to your lab and you think that you have projects
with wire exploring our facility. Go ahead to send in applications now in the
training aspect I as you experience in the last three days. That's the way we
have been running it and you click on our training.

26
00:05:32.100 --> 00:05:39.960
wah chiu: Site and you would notice that we we have a number of different
workshop that

27
00:05:41.010 --> 00:05:56.250 wah chiu: Done in the last year and a half. So,
in fact, many of them have things are archived. So you can actually kick it
and I think some of them should have the

28
00:05:57.360 --> 00:05:58.560
wah chiu: soca

29
00:06:00.810 --> 00:06:09.600
wah chiu: Presentation by the Speaker like this morning. There is a lot
question with a debt to the modeling and in fact we have this works out.

30
00:06:11.160 --> 00:06:12.090
wah chiu: Five months ago.

31
00:06:13.410 --> 00:06:16.860
wah chiu: Which are dedicated to the modeling so

32



00:06:18.030 --> 00:06:24.390
wah chiu: So you can get access to the to the teaching material as well so

33
00:06:26.760 --> 00:06:34.650
wah chiu: Now in the in this works out. We this time is the first time we do
it through a company

34
00:06:35.910 --> 00:06:53.310 wah chiu: Through remote operation. I think I
considered to be very is very successful. And so we will you are a our new
normal. In the future we run this and I have some idea how we may continue
this Mo, or some alternative

35
00:06:54.450 --> 00:07:06.750
wah chiu: Types of format for meeting. So we asked you to return some your
questionnaires, we welcome your idea and your feedback of your experience in
the last few days.

36
00:07:08.220 --> 00:07:12.510
wah chiu: Now you know these into these kinds of fee day works on

37
00:07:13.620 --> 00:07:22.080
wah chiu: We actually have we caught in the rest of them training and some of
you may may want to

38
00:07:23.370 --> 00:07:24.990
wah chiu: Come to our side to

39
00:07:26.010 --> 00:07:28.920
wah chiu: Be me more directly interacting with

40
00:07:30.240 --> 00:07:31.770
wah chiu: Staff scientists who are

41
00:07:32.940 --> 00:07:36.960
wah chiu: Quite beats experience in this area. And so you can also

42 00:07:38.490 --> 00:07:45.360
wah chiu: submit a proposal that you want to spend some time in our slides.
The name for time, you

43
00:07:46.380 --> 00:08:13.500
wah chiu: Will be interested. It depends on your projects and and and your
availability and also our availability in terms of of of scope. Time to
accommodate your persons as well. So you'd be have any questions along with



this. Just send me a email and in the last year, we have

44
00:08:15.690 --> 00:08:24.840
wah chiu: Invested in trainees that ranging from professors to post off to
students. So we definitely

45
00:08:25.890 --> 00:08:32.910
wah chiu: Open to people who who are keen to to get some experience in our
facility.

46
00:08:34.140 --> 00:08:39.270
wah chiu: Okay, so I think that's what I like to share with you.

47
00:08:40.470 --> 00:08:43.710
wah chiu: Now, in terms of all the applications form.

48
00:08:45.630 --> 00:08:46.740
wah chiu: On the site.

49
00:08:47.880 --> 00:08:51.690 wah chiu: And for the rest of the in training
you have one form.

50
00:08:52.710 --> 00:09:06.990
wah chiu: For the workshop training you, you know, you seem to have done that
in terms of Potter application. We also has a portal that allowed to to
register and mega descriptions

51
00:09:08.130 --> 00:09:26.280
wah chiu: Of your projects and in fact we are in the process of aligning with
the other facility as slack, including SSL and FCS we have considered the
possibility of one application form multiple technologies.

52
00:09:27.720 --> 00:09:33.570
wah chiu: So, but we are still on a trial period in emerging that
applications.

53
00:09:34.650 --> 00:09:42.840
wah chiu: For for you that would sort of be some of you who use more than one
imaging modalities to solve biological structures.

54
00:09:44.100 --> 00:10:00.810 wah chiu: And I think that's all I want to say
about our facility. Let me ask any general question before I turn into Sarah
and my father no technical questions that you have in the last two and a half



days.

55
00:10:03.450 --> 00:10:16.020
Saara Virani: I Dr to I do see a few questions that are specifically relevant
to what you just presented about, first of all, can non us groups also access
the as sorry as to see to resources.

56
00:10:17.220 --> 00:10:19.230
wah chiu: Yes, in theory,

57
00:10:20.910 --> 00:10:26.850
wah chiu: So we, we are open to basically the global communities.

58
00:10:27.930 --> 00:10:43.380
wah chiu: As you may imagine, in the last year, we actually have only a very
limited resource we use our Stanford instrument to open up to us. So we had
to be very rare picking

59
00:10:44.490 --> 00:10:45.510
wah chiu: In terms of

60
00:10:46.800 --> 00:11:00.030 wah chiu: Politics, that can be accepted to us.
But as I mentioned, we are having two new videos and operations. We are in
the process of installing the third one, so I think I'm hoping

61
00:11:01.770 --> 00:11:12.480
wah chiu: All these new Creole new camera would allow us to collect data,
much more efficiently. I think we have experience that we can collect

62
00:11:15.420 --> 00:11:28.920
wah chiu: Many, many about two to three times more data than we used to with
okay for the camera. So because of that, I think we would definitely be able
to accommodate

63
00:11:30.360 --> 00:11:32.190
wah chiu: Us outside the US.

64
00:11:33.810 --> 00:11:40.500
wah chiu: And and I've been since our facility is located.

65
00:11:41.520 --> 00:11:43.170
wah chiu: A SNACK which is



66
00:11:44.280 --> 00:11:50.670
wah chiu: It is this a contract this slide, the Department of Energy, even
though

67
00:11:51.870 --> 00:12:01.980 wah chiu: I'm effect with the Stanford, but
seems the insulin is located that as slack which which has a somewhat
complicated

68
00:12:03.330 --> 00:12:16.230
wah chiu: Regulations that dictated by the department and into. So there are
multiple forms and and separation and and so depends on which country you
come from.

69
00:12:17.970 --> 00:12:26.040
wah chiu: Which the common energy has certain guy an eye on things up so the
procedure. So some it easier than the others.

70
00:12:27.270 --> 00:12:43.710
michael schmid: Okay. Well, there's a couple of other questions about
accessibility mostly involving training and possibly in residence training on
site. I'm there. That is, is training accessible to commercial users as well
and

71
00:12:44.670 --> 00:12:53.100
michael schmid: And yeah, that's another question whether whether trainings
in addition to foreign entities which you answered.

72
00:12:54.540 --> 00:13:01.470 michael schmid: For coming on site for for for
in residence training. How about industrial and commercial users.

73
00:13:02.040 --> 00:13:10.140
wah chiu: I think add as far as I am concerned, if the project is justify

74
00:13:10.800 --> 00:13:14.460
wah chiu: And it's not proprietary information informations

75
00:13:15.660 --> 00:13:17.430
wah chiu: During the training process.

76
00:13:17.820 --> 00:13:39.120
wah chiu: I think we definitely we work for a company who is injured to set
up inquiry, em, you want to get some experiencing how we do it. And I think
if if if our results is is a wearable that definitely you are qualified to



apply. But again, it depends on the deal.

77
00:13:39.510 --> 00:13:40.440
wah chiu: Man and supply

78
00:13:40.710 --> 00:13:44.190
wah chiu: I think we have to balance.

79
00:13:45.270 --> 00:13:46.500
wah chiu: In terms of

80
00:13:48.750 --> 00:13:50.820
wah chiu: Of the background.

81
00:13:52.080 --> 00:14:04.650 wah chiu: Of the applicants, just by a pool of
grant proposals and theoretically every grand is interesting, but at some
point the review panel have to

82
00:14:05.850 --> 00:14:22.680
wah chiu: To make a judgment, which one will be immediately beneficial. I can
give you an example life example and I act one to to make the choir em to be
to be more

83
00:14:23.130 --> 00:14:35.820
wah chiu: General generally usable by by a very broad community. So if you,
if, if the Africans represent a lab.

84
00:14:36.810 --> 00:14:48.330
wah chiu: That really want to do the choir em and and then in your
application you if you describe, not only your podcast but your role in the
lab.

85
00:14:48.960 --> 00:15:02.160
wah chiu: That means out there you go back to your lab, not only for your own
content, but you also will disseminate what you learn to your lap members or
neighboring lab and so on and so forth. And that

86
00:15:03.330 --> 00:15:11.640 wah chiu: That will be weighted heavily in your
favor in that circumstance, but if you are

87
00:15:12.720 --> 00:15:15.180
wah chiu: So I think we have not had



88
00:15:15.630 --> 00:15:21.210
wah chiu: Any Africans from the company yet. I don't know what

89
00:15:22.500 --> 00:15:33.780
wah chiu: What the argument would be, but on the other hand, as them for. We
also have and other and other options.

90
00:15:34.470 --> 00:15:52.980
wah chiu: Which is not part of the S to see to buy a part of the Stanford
Research, research operations and we will definitely open the options of
either collaborations or proprietary use. And so that is outside there as to
see into

91
00:15:55.530 --> 00:15:56.100
wah chiu: Territory.

92
00:15:57.150 --> 00:16:11.820
michael schmid: Okay. And another question about logistics here if we collect
the data at S to see to can we access the computational system to process the
data remotely, or do we need our own computation system for data processing.

93
00:16:12.210 --> 00:16:21.030
wah chiu: Okay, so as the data come out from the the camera, the data will be
transferred immediately to our data server.

94
00:16:22.170 --> 00:16:42.240
wah chiu: You can actually get access to to the quality of the data
immediately. You know, we will show you will through your iPhone, you can see
the transfer functions, similar to what RT so yesterday, half of them your
experimental

95
00:16:45.270 --> 00:17:03.150
wah chiu: Phone rings and other half will be the simulate that one so you can
get access to to era data. And that's all done with our server. And so we in
that process. We actually do

96
00:17:04.260 --> 00:17:07.830
wah chiu: A A image from alignment.

97
00:17:09.000 --> 00:17:10.770
wah chiu: Before and out there.

98
00:17:12.060 --> 00:17:24.150



wah chiu: For every data set. And so, so that give you a quick quick survey
what your data is are and as Audi porno yesterday that

99
00:17:25.200 --> 00:17:25.560
wah chiu: That
 100
00:17:26.670 --> 00:17:30.090
wah chiu: That you can trace the content detectable.

101
00:17:31.530 --> 00:17:52.590
wah chiu: Transfer function at the tone rings how detectable. He is I believe
our, our, our output will allow to to to assess that. And I forgot to
mention, we actually have a record the Lockbox idea tonic log book which we
work closely with the LCS

102
00:17:53.880 --> 00:17:57.540
wah chiu: The femtosecond light source operations.

103
00:17:58.710 --> 00:18:07.830
wah chiu: But we have called change or the vocabulary from X way and
different types of metadata to choir. Yeah.

104
00:18:08.850 --> 00:18:20.010
wah chiu: So all every frame you take actually would be archived in in ours
in our server for period to feed to four months.

105
00:18:21.090 --> 00:18:26.670
wah chiu: So after that, we plan to backup the data to a magnetic tape.

106
00:18:27.870 --> 00:18:38.520 wah chiu: So in our original plan is according
the NIH or the user will have their own resource to do the computing

107
00:18:40.800 --> 00:18:43.050
wah chiu: Even though we provide the initial

108
00:18:45.090 --> 00:18:57.240
wah chiu: quick assessment of the data quality. Now if you come across
challenges in your home, your citizens, then you can write to us and

109
00:18:57.810 --> 00:19:26.430
wah chiu: I think at the moment we we don't have a lot of computing resource,
but I am in the process of of making a proposal to slack and which is part of
the diploma Energy Laboratory. So we have a interest to expand our computing
resource that you can actually compute your map on the fly.



110
00:19:28.110 --> 00:19:39.330
wah chiu: And but I think why now our computing resource as we expand it to
with all the cave three camera we I think we would

111
00:19:40.620 --> 00:19:41.490
wah chiu: We would

112
00:19:42.630 --> 00:20:01.800 wah chiu: Be unlikely to accommodate everybody
to compute your, your refinement, as you heard yesterday, we spent quiet
spot, but that is something I intend to to explore and be well up and find
the resource for all the user. But when I'm not there yet.

113
00:20:03.090 --> 00:20:20.040
michael schmid: Okay, there seemed to be now on on the question answer log
there seemed to be some several questions for for Ali's group and I'll let to
Sarah kind of sort through them and and look at them and assign them to
people. Okay, Sarah. Go ahead. Share those

114
00:20:20.400 --> 00:20:26.370
Saara Virani: Will do. And so I'll try and start off, get an order here.

115
00:20:27.750 --> 00:20:37.230
Saara Virani: Okay, in general, when it comes to refinement. Is there any
kind of rationale, or thoughts behind choosing a certain mask dilation and
padding.

116
00:20:37.590 --> 00:20:49.440 Saara Virani: Or the resolution at which to
start a mask input from the user as opposed to using a dynamically generated
mask in, for example, Christ Burke refinement and I think I'll put that one
to leave.

117
00:20:50.460 --> 00:21:02.340
Ali Punjan: Sure, that's a great question. So in general, in a refinement.
The purpose of the mask is to exclude solvent from consideration when we're
aligning particle images against the 3D reference structure it generation.

118
00:21:03.420 --> 00:21:12.750
Ali Punjan: And if you recall that alignment process depends strongly on
what's actually in the 3D reference and that's exactly how we were finding it
actually improves the resolution on the structure from one generation to the
next.

119
00:21:13.200 --> 00:21:19.920
Ali Punjan: What the solvent does. If you don't mask it out is that increases



that the level of noise that's in the 3D map to which we're aligning

120
00:21:20.370 --> 00:21:23.610 Ali Punjan: The particle images. And so the
particle image alignments end up getting

121
00:21:24.270 --> 00:21:31.170
Ali Punjan: Misguided by the noise in a solid. So I'm asking is definitely
very important. Now the parameters of a mask in terms of its tightness.

122
00:21:31.470 --> 00:21:38.940
Ali Punjan: how close it is to the edge of the structure are also critically
important. Not so much in that they want their clinic critically important in
the sense that

123
00:21:39.450 --> 00:21:48.030
Ali Punjan: setting them incorrectly can cause artifacts in the 3D density
structure to appear because of the mask. The reason that happens is that

124
00:21:48.330 --> 00:21:54.660
Ali Punjan: If the mask, for example, is made too tight. So it's near and far
distance or padding and dilation distance is too small.

125
00:21:55.200 --> 00:22:03.480 Ali Punjan: Then the mask. If you think of what
it's going to do to a 3D density with the solvent in the background. It's
going to sharply cut off any density in any noise.

126
00:22:03.930 --> 00:22:16.200
Ali Punjan: At a certain point, because the mask is very sharp and leave all
zeros behind in the solvent which sounds at first, like a good thing, but
that sharp cut that will occur actually is a signal of its own in terms of

127
00:22:17.280 --> 00:22:23.850
Ali Punjan: The free transform the 3D structure. After the map after the mask
is applied that sharp cut will actually create

128
00:22:24.810 --> 00:22:29.610
Ali Punjan: Information and for a space that will drive the alignments of the
particles. And that's not what we want. We want the mask.

129
00:22:30.000 --> 00:22:36.510
Ali Punjan: To not affect the alignments in the sense of creating extra
signal in the structure by cutting through densities and so on.

130



00:22:37.080 --> 00:22:45.960 Ali Punjan: We want the mask to just softly and
smoothly exclude the solvent. So almost always you want the mask to be as
smooth as possible at some point if you make the mask to smooth and too
large.

131
00:22:46.320 --> 00:22:55.740
Ali Punjan: You'll get the opposite effect where you're allowing signal from
the solvent to help to drive the alignment of the particle. So there's a bit
of a trade off. And we've increased rep refinement we've kind of

132
00:22:56.250 --> 00:23:01.110
Ali Punjan: Tuned the mask settings to generally work across a wide range of
projects and molecule types.

133
00:23:01.800 --> 00:23:07.410
Ali Punjan: And it's the resolutions, you'll get at the end of the day, the
structures you get are not extremely sensitive to those masking parameters.

134
00:23:07.950 --> 00:23:12.930
Ali Punjan: except in the case where you're looking to do a local refinement,
which is not something we talked about yesterday in detail, but

135
00:23:13.560 --> 00:23:19.530 Ali Punjan: If you're doing a local
refinements, meaning that you're looking to refine a particular sub structure
of your molecule, maybe because it's flexible.

136
00:23:19.980 --> 00:23:27.630
Ali Punjan: Or it's not quite rigidly bound to something else that small
region that you need to focus on will require a mask that's much smaller.

137
00:23:28.080 --> 00:23:38.610
Ali Punjan: And then the shape and tightness of the mask will make even more
of a difference. So in those cases, sometimes the mask needs to be
experimented with. And in practice, it's very common to try refinements with
many different masks.

138
00:23:39.660 --> 00:23:44.820
Ali Punjan: So hopefully that's answering the question about the tightness of
the mass in terms of the resolution of which, at which to start masking

139
00:23:45.270 --> 00:23:50.250
Ali Punjan: Generally speaking, it doesn't make a lot of sense to mask when
you haven't reached a resolution even have

140



00:23:50.820 --> 00:23:58.830 Ali Punjan: 12 or 10 rooms, because it's hard
to tell exactly where the protein ends and where the solvent starts in those
cases, plus at 10 or 12 extremes.

141
00:23:59.490 --> 00:24:03.540
Ali Punjan: Since the map the 3D structure is going to be filtered to that
resolution.

142
00:24:04.350 --> 00:24:09.960
Ali Punjan: The noise and the solvent will be almost entirely gone anyway,
even without masking. It's only once you're out of resolution and let's say
for

143
00:24:10.590 --> 00:24:24.360
Ali Punjan: Better than 10 ish extremes where residual noise in the solvent
will still remain. Even after filtering to that resolution and that's what
I'm asking helps a lot. So hopefully that answers the question. By default
price bark masking begins around 12 extremes.

144
00:24:25.080 --> 00:24:32.370
michael schmid: One extra one extra thing about about masking versus what
happens in the opposite space.

145
00:24:32.700 --> 00:24:47.430 michael schmid: It's it's a curious, but it's
true that if you're masking as you say in real space that leads to things
beyond the masking radius in for a space, which, as you say is, is spurious

146
00:24:47.850 --> 00:25:02.820
michael schmid: The other thing is that the opposite is true, too. Right. If
you mask and for a space that is if you cut off your, your power spectrum in
for a space before it's completely decayed any way or if you don't make it
decay.

147
00:25:04.110 --> 00:25:20.430
michael schmid: On purpose. Then, and back in real space, you get ripples
just outside the protein or maybe inside the protein if if if there is a
hollow space in this in protein. So masking in either space is bad in the
other space.

148
00:25:20.790 --> 00:25:21.720
Ali Punjan: Is a yell.

149
00:25:21.840 --> 00:25:24.450
Ali Punjan: And scream and that's the reason why I'm asking in general.



150
00:25:24.840 --> 00:25:33.210 Ali Punjan: Either in real space or or in free
speech should always be done with a soft mask as soft as you can possibly
get. And still achieve the end that you're looking for. Sorry. Michael I cut
you off.

151
00:25:33.450 --> 00:25:42.330
michael schmid: No, that that I mean it's just curious that both both things
happen in the opposite space for more you're masking because it's like the
Fourier transform of a step function.

152
00:25:43.320 --> 00:25:45.240
michael schmid: In either in our, in our their way

153
00:25:45.330 --> 00:25:47.310
michael schmid: in a good direction. Okay.

154
00:25:47.460 --> 00:25:49.890
michael schmid: I'm gonna go ahead. Sorry.

155
00:25:51.150 --> 00:25:53.160
michael schmid: This is, this is for you a geek stuff.

156
00:25:55.770 --> 00:25:59.970
Saara Virani: Perfect, thanks. I have saved. I'm definitely not an expert,
but trying to follow along there.

157
00:26:01.260 --> 00:26:16.620 Saara Virani: A related question when it comes
to masking. Does it make sense to apply a different kind of masking strategy
if you're processing a membrane protein that's for example embedded in a nano
disk versus something that isn't a membrane protein or doesn't have any kind
of stabilizer. Sure.

158
00:26:17.490 --> 00:26:24.180
Ali Punjan: I would say again, this, this is a realm where it's important to
remember that VM is an experimental technique and experimentation is
necessary.

159
00:26:24.450 --> 00:26:28.830
Ali Punjan: The nice thing about single particle em, is that because of the
validation tools that we have that were described earlier this morning.

160
00:26:29.130 --> 00:26:33.900
Ali Punjan: It's possible to tell whether one strategy was better than



another by just trying them both. So that's the general answer to

161
00:26:34.230 --> 00:26:41.430 Ali Punjan: All these questions, but in the
particular case of membrane proteins as I was explaining yesterday with a
similar question to do with non uniform refinements.

162
00:26:41.940 --> 00:26:49.290
Ali Punjan: There's a big difference between using, for example, non-uniform
five minute where the missile is handled specially but not ignored.

163
00:26:49.680 --> 00:27:06.450
Ali Punjan: Versus masking to the point where you're removing the myself from
consideration during alignment of particle images if you mask out the my cell
membrane protein. For example, in a nano disk or even a detergent myself that
the signal from that myself in the actual experimental

164
00:27:06.480 --> 00:27:14.550
Ali Punjan: Images is still present. It's not being removed and you could try
to remove it with techniques I particle subtraction. But at the end of the
day, those can only work as well.

165
00:27:15.030 --> 00:27:18.690 Ali Punjan: As your model of the mice, and we
saw from 3D variability and other results that

166
00:27:19.050 --> 00:27:26.970
Ali Punjan: The myself in all cases is very flexible, it can change size
different proteins different instances of the protein will have a different
shape or size myself and so

167
00:27:27.360 --> 00:27:39.750
Ali Punjan: removing it from the images is very difficult. It's actually
better to keep it in consideration, like for example with non uniform
refinement, but treated specially. So I would say, in most cases, when you're
actually trying to do things I'm remembering proteins.

168
00:27:40.860 --> 00:27:48.270
Ali Punjan: Try to use not in front farmer first and then create a mask that
excludes the myself and then run a local refinement.

169
00:27:48.810 --> 00:27:55.800
Ali Punjan: After non uniform refinement using that mask. What that will do
is attempt to fine tune the alignment of the particles.

170
00:27:56.220 --> 00:28:08.940 Ali Punjan: Ignoring the myself and in many



cases like I'm explaining that meat might actually make things worse. In some
cases, if the density of the protein is strong enough and rigid enough, it
could make things slightly better in our hands that generally hasn't been the
case.

171
00:28:12.480 --> 00:28:13.200
Ali Punjan: Oh, you're muted. Sorry.

172
00:28:13.770 --> 00:28:14.370
you're muted.

173
00:28:16.470 --> 00:28:27.090
Saara Virani: Thank you talking a little bit about the actual protein
structures themselves. And this is a more general question for any panelists
who who can share some insight.

174
00:28:27.450 --> 00:28:38.370
Saara Virani: In the cases of more flexible proteins. Is it helpful to
collect more data and that will that actually helped us downstream when it
comes to actually processing and doing reconstruction refinement.

175
00:28:42.420 --> 00:28:44.790
Ali Punjan: It's a great question. Does, does anyone want to take them.

176 00:28:45.810 --> 00:28:47.190
Ali Punjan: I have some things to save not

177
00:28:47.490 --> 00:28:47.730
Greg Pintilie: Yeah.

178
00:28:47.910 --> 00:28:50.730
Greg Pintilie: I think you're better to answer that. I'll be here.

179
00:28:51.420 --> 00:28:53.910
Ali Punjan: I'll take a stab at please. Anyone feel free to add something.

180
00:28:53.910 --> 00:28:54.180
Ali Punjan: So,

181
00:28:54.840 --> 00:28:56.820
Ali Punjan: I think with flexible proteins.

182
00:28:58.680 --> 00:29:06.090



Ali Punjan: The key to thinking about how you might be able to deal with them
from an image processing perspective is to think of what the flexibility
actually is.

183
00:29:07.350 --> 00:29:16.050
Ali Punjan: If the flexibility is very large, in the sense that you have a
large amount of mass that you want to resolve at high resolution, but it's
moving very far.

184
00:29:17.520 --> 00:29:18.900
Ali Punjan: Or for example if

185
00:29:19.980 --> 00:29:26.670 Ali Punjan: In terms of the energy landscape of
the protein it's equally likely to be at any position along it's flexible
dimension.

186
00:29:27.300 --> 00:29:36.690
Ali Punjan: Then collecting more data doesn't actually help very much because
when you recover the when you reconstruct the structure. If you're not doing
something to account for that flexibility.

187
00:29:37.200 --> 00:29:47.250
Ali Punjan: So you're just assuming that you're dealing with a static object,
like all refinement algorithms currently do then adding more data is only
going to add more

188
00:29:48.090 --> 00:29:55.020
Ali Punjan: Signal to the blurred out version of the structure that you can
get by not knowing that the protein object was in motion.

189
00:29:55.500 --> 00:30:00.780
Ali Punjan: Extra data, won't actually help resolve the flexibility, since
the model that we're using the mathematical model.

190
00:30:01.290 --> 00:30:12.090 Ali Punjan: Underlying refinement algorithms
doesn't know about the flexibility. On the other hand, if you have flexible
motion that is happening. Let's say it's it's sort of more

191
00:30:12.690 --> 00:30:19.680
Ali Punjan: I don't know exactly physically or in terms of a physics
statement, what to call it, but a thermal motion or motion that's centered
around a particular

192
00:30:20.250 --> 00:30:27.570



Ali Punjan: Point, like for example we saw with the GPC our protein yesterday
the trends membrane domain kind of is able to vibrate in multiple directions
or twist.

193
00:30:27.960 --> 00:30:36.600
Ali Punjan: But in general, it's average position is closer to the center. So
for example, if you look at the distribution of its position after 30
variability analysis, you see that it's kind of Goshen.

194
00:30:37.230 --> 00:30:42.060
Ali Punjan: And that means, on average, most particles are closer to a
central position than they are far away.

195
00:30:42.510 --> 00:30:49.290 Ali Punjan: In that case, adding more and more
data can in fact help you resolve a higher resolution structure of that
average case.

196
00:30:49.650 --> 00:30:57.480
Ali Punjan: Because as you add more data more and more of the particles are
in their central position. And so you would hope that I mean to within a
certain limit.

197
00:30:57.990 --> 00:31:06.540
Ali Punjan: More data can help in that case, it still won't get to the best
resolutions, because there's always going to be an added amount of blur
caused by

198
00:31:06.930 --> 00:31:13.710
Ali Punjan: The motion, but as long as the bluest centered at zero meaning
like it's all the particles on average have the central position.

199
00:31:14.190 --> 00:31:21.270
Ali Punjan: And that distribution is kind of Yashin done kind of probably by
a central limit theorem or something like that, if someone's falling from
math background.

200
00:31:21.630 --> 00:31:29.730 Ali Punjan: We can probably say that in the
limit of infinite data we can recover the perfect structure. So adding more
data can help. And that's I think what my answer would be.

201
00:31:30.450 --> 00:31:38.910
wah chiu: Yeah, I think, I think, can I inject I think I agree. So, one can
you imagine that a complex

202



00:31:39.930 --> 00:31:48.330
wah chiu: Would have two discrete state one week or co states and other go
open state. And so both

203
00:31:49.590 --> 00:31:51.330
wah chiu: And adjust energetic very favorable

204
00:31:52.890 --> 00:32:00.120
wah chiu: Because an IRA. We don't know what the biochemistry of that
reaction is and so

205
00:32:00.750 --> 00:32:14.580
wah chiu: Is possible in one states they have 75% and others. They have only
25% probability. So you get it were nice structure from the 75% of the
particles.

206
00:32:15.240 --> 00:32:28.590 wah chiu: But it kind of where did he put
structure with the 25% and that that who structures, probably because not
enough statistics. So if that proportion really works.

207
00:32:29.460 --> 00:32:50.010
wah chiu: Then by going to more particle will be helpful, but again apply
already. We don't really know whether the situation I described is the case
or the other case that Addy, as suggested suggests that would be a contract
continue emotions which which may get very tired.

208
00:32:51.540 --> 00:33:05.400
wah chiu: So I think with the in the old day we really cannot afford doing
this guy experiment I think today with some of these fast camera, I, I am a
proponent there's a

209
00:33:06.480 --> 00:33:17.640
wah chiu: Bigger party. We don't really know would be just get the data. Now
one good thing is you may also considered to monitor

210
00:33:18.750 --> 00:33:33.720 wah chiu: Your part was investors and as a
number of particles as well. And you see there, keep improving you know where
you can reduce your number particle and then see you increase more whether
the, the resolution you improve

211
00:33:35.160 --> 00:33:51.750
wah chiu: And if it does improve that or you it's not just a petal, no matter
what you how much you as you plateau. And then, then you probably have to go
back to to do some biochemistry to to modify in such a way to to be able to
be soft certain structures.



212
00:33:54.900 --> 00:33:55.470
Saara Virani: Thank you.

213
00:33:57.930 --> 00:34:02.880
Saara Virani: Okay going a little bit into the kind of realm of heterogeneity
within the sample.

214
00:34:04.410 --> 00:34:13.440
Saara Virani: Let's say I have a sample where I have a protein, where there
is part of sorry part of one, sorry. There's too many convenient.

215
00:34:16.500 --> 00:34:30.810 Saara Virani: Sorry, let's say have a
population where there's some of the particles also contain a small peptide
density and others do not. Is there any way that I can classify those
differently amongst in within the data set, rather

216
00:34:34.410 --> 00:34:37.230
Ali Punjan: Michael, do you want to take this one. Or should I say something.
Oh well.

217
00:34:37.620 --> 00:34:47.550
michael schmid: The there are there are several possible methods. One might
be subtracting the dead your current model for the entire

218
00:34:48.420 --> 00:35:00.480
michael schmid: The entire object. I'm trying to are trying to get rid of
that in the in the in the image set and then what's left is what you didn't
model.

219
00:35:01.440 --> 00:35:08.520
michael schmid: That as you as you were mentioning yesterday about about
difference maps and and things like that. They are those are

220
00:35:09.030 --> 00:35:16.110 michael schmid: Very tricky to do that is to to
make your model. However, you have derived your model your or your best map.

221
00:35:16.440 --> 00:35:28.170
michael schmid: To make that look as much like an image as possible and then
say, well, this average. I'm going to subtract from my image and what should
be left should be anything extra that I didn't put it in the model.

222
00:35:29.070 --> 00:35:37.800
michael schmid: And as you as you mentioned that that's difficult, but that



is a way of actually saying this extra material.

223
00:35:38.520 --> 00:35:51.720
michael schmid: Is of it. I can, I can derive a model for that so so focus
that that's the basis of focus classification and slash or image subtraction,
which are two different methods.

224
00:35:52.260 --> 00:36:01.650
michael schmid: One puts a mask around what you want. And the other thing
subtracts everything else except what you want in and tries to analyze it
that way.

225
00:36:02.400 --> 00:36:19.980 michael schmid: In those are just general
ideas, but if you have a specific ways that you have tried to approach small
pieces of a structure in the presence of in the presence their presence or
absence in the, in the context of a larger piece.

226
00:36:21.180 --> 00:36:27.480
Ali Punjan: Dragon, I can say a few words. I think this is probably one of
the more difficult, challenging kind of things to try and do

227
00:36:28.200 --> 00:36:35.520
Ali Punjan: One of the things that I mentioned the metro was yesterday or the
day before. Is that the way you should think about classification of single
particle em images is that

228
00:36:36.510 --> 00:36:47.580
Ali Punjan: Your power your statistical power and being able to classify
different things depends on the total amount of change in the protein density
from one state to the other.

229
00:36:48.000 --> 00:36:56.910 Ali Punjan: And so if the only changes that a
few atoms, happened to be missing in one place in one version of the
structure. It's very unlikely that you'll be able to detect that change.

230
00:36:57.450 --> 00:37:04.650
Ali Punjan: In the context of a single particle image. If you think about
what we have to do in classification every individual single particle image
that contains one protein.

231
00:37:05.340 --> 00:37:17.400
Ali Punjan: You can barely see that the proteins, they're given the noise
level. And so in that image. The challenge is to detect whether or not, for
example, in the case that's described whether or not those few extra items or
few



232
00:37:17.970 --> 00:37:28.230
Ali Punjan: poly peptide pieces are present and their presence may contribute
such a tiny difference to the density. This that is scattering electrons in
the microscope.

233
00:37:28.680 --> 00:37:33.180 Ali Punjan: That it may not be detectable at
all from a statistical perspective, given the amount of noise there is

234
00:37:33.570 --> 00:37:37.800
Ali Punjan: The only hope. Really, and the reason the classification works to
detect small changes if

235
00:37:38.220 --> 00:37:45.390
Ali Punjan: Those small changes are coupled with larger changes in the
position of other atoms in the protein that's the best case scenario where

236
00:37:45.720 --> 00:37:50.580
Ali Punjan: The addition of a small thing. For example, like end moves a
bunch of other items around then, all of a sudden

237
00:37:50.940 --> 00:37:57.300
Ali Punjan: The density that scattering electrons in one case versus the
other are different enough that in a single image, even though there's so
much noise.

238
00:37:57.600 --> 00:38:06.450
Ali Punjan: There's a statistically valid or statistically separated
significant difference between two images that would otherwise be identical.
If it wasn't for that small change.

239
00:38:06.780 --> 00:38:17.250
Ali Punjan: So I think that's what's, what is the most important to keep in
mind. I think in generally speaking people shouldn't hold out hope that you
will be able to classify things down to the presence or absence of a few
items.

240
00:38:17.940 --> 00:38:26.430
Ali Punjan: I don't think that's going to be possible. That's definitely not
possible. Right now the cameras and sectors and Mexico that we have, but even
physically like from fundamental limitations. I don't think that's going to
become possible

241
00:38:27.990 --> 00:38:39.210
michael schmid: The other, the other approach would be to determine the



structure in the presence and biochemical absence of that of that small
object and that that becomes an easier thing but but as you said.

242
00:38:39.540 --> 00:38:56.130 michael schmid: If, if you have a confirmation
will change upon binding something the change becomes a bigger change than
just the items that that are extra in there it's it's it's a change that's
that's that's observable throughout the structure and then yeah, then, then
it's a much easier.

243
00:38:58.920 --> 00:39:00.030
michael schmid: Much easier thing to do.

244
00:39:00.450 --> 00:39:14.970
wah chiu: And I want to point out a couple of experience we have. And so the
experience was that we solve a large complex structures at the beginning.

245
00:39:16.260 --> 00:39:29.550
wah chiu: We were told the makeup of X protein. Okay, so we did all these,
you know, we were, you know, we get a gaff for you Sansom so we expect we can
trace the backbone of our other protein.

246
00:39:30.060 --> 00:39:39.390
wah chiu: Of each of these X number of protein, but after we trace or the
part of baptie Wi Fi and additional density

247
00:39:40.350 --> 00:39:47.190 wah chiu: Okay, it seemed to be somewhat
disconnected. It doesn't connect to anyone, based on the sequence.

248
00:39:48.030 --> 00:39:59.340
wah chiu: informations. So in those situation that's a possibility. Well,
maybe just noise but that additional density looks pretty respectable

249
00:39:59.790 --> 00:40:04.800
wah chiu: Look like an alpha helix, or you look like something that looked
like a puppet or something.

250
00:40:05.370 --> 00:40:27.810
wah chiu: And so in those circumstances, I think we, we have to go back to do
so. Some biochemistry, you either do a mass bag or using a mutagenesis to
delete what you suspect that may be and then do a defense map. So I think, in
my experience, we actually have free pata x two of them.

251
00:40:28.980 --> 00:40:36.870
wah chiu: We discover new protein which my law my collaborator, who have been



working on those things for years. They didn't even know that existed.

252
00:40:37.380 --> 00:40:43.950 wah chiu: Until we really solve to every enough
and sometimes and other case you have to be cautious.

253
00:40:44.910 --> 00:40:56.370
wah chiu: That you think you follow the best practice in making your protein.
You think he's really repeal but interesting enough, we now have a couple of
cases there.

254
00:40:56.970 --> 00:41:14.520
wah chiu: Impurity in the complex nobody knows a lot of biochemical as a base
on that protocol, but Wi Fi and other proteins that embedded India. So we
find more than one time and it completely different situation. So I think the
power of the

255
00:41:15.840 --> 00:41:26.400
wah chiu: Is actually take out the ground truth to the biochemistry and
that's why Bob cameras are really excited about the choir. Yeah. Well, they
may or may not want to know. It depends on the circumstance.

256
00:41:27.600 --> 00:41:48.780 wah chiu: Because they put it out of that's
from the under the rug out. So I think that need to be mindful about what we
are given and and I think we've all these these vigorous protocol,
particularly the procedure Rd talked about yesterday is extremely exciting to
assess

257
00:41:49.950 --> 00:42:02.190
wah chiu: The fee. The variability, as well as confirmation wearability and
so on and and that I've been doing that. The onset to assess how

258
00:42:02.760 --> 00:42:14.820
wah chiu: How uniform you think your stuffs. I mean, because we have been we
always want to go to high resolution aerial we inherit that culture from
crystallography.

259
00:42:15.330 --> 00:42:24.840
wah chiu: Which which I think we need to rethink whether that is a good
culture or not. Now, I love hi wrestlers, and it will my whole life in high
resolution.

260
00:42:25.260 --> 00:42:35.490 wah chiu: But I began to realize I, you know,
seeing every Adam, he doesn't really necessary, answered the biological
questions. And so I'm also in an opinion.



261
00:42:36.000 --> 00:42:40.470
wah chiu: That one should not reject paper that our so called low resolution.

262
00:42:40.980 --> 00:42:52.200
wah chiu: Okay, there's now there's a movement there until you get the free
handsome or to answer them. You should not pop is used to be very ashamed
puppies and I think

263
00:42:52.620 --> 00:43:07.440
wah chiu: The cell biology. I mean, the biology of the sale. I think David do
Rosa can shed some light on in the global pictures we need resolution or link
scale in order to understand that complex structures.

264
00:43:08.610 --> 00:43:10.140
wah chiu: They make you want to comment on that.

265
00:43:18.510 --> 00:43:21.060
michael schmid: you're muted. David, if you're if you're there.

266
00:43:23.490 --> 00:43:25.890
David DeRosier: I turned me on. But not the my

267 00:43:26.010 --> 00:43:26.580
Sorry.

268
00:43:27.750 --> 00:43:29.400
David DeRosier: I agree with what was said.

269
00:43:30.870 --> 00:43:33.510
David DeRosier: And I will add

270
00:43:35.730 --> 00:43:41.910
David DeRosier: It depends on the question you're asking. Absolutely. So if
you can get the answer at

271
00:43:43.170 --> 00:43:57.390
David DeRosier: A lesser resolution than you should, including even negative
stain, but sometimes can be very useful because as I've said, it's a fixed
sedative and Roger Craig actually use that to use

272
00:44:01.110 --> 00:44:04.740
David DeRosier: A temporal sequence of events by



273
00:44:05.820 --> 00:44:12.030
David DeRosier: Mixing negatives. The starting reaction and mixing the
negative stain to stop it and look at the intermediates.

274
00:44:13.590 --> 00:44:27.450 David DeRosier: And he did that with just a
pipe, Pat. So before you get carried away building some fancy apparatus. You
should know that there are gimmicks out there that can answer you know gross
movements.

275
00:44:27.960 --> 00:44:41.400
David DeRosier: At a simple level that may tell you a lot. And if all you
need is a pipe pad that beats out fancy equipment. So, and I agree with wha,
that it's

276
00:44:42.300 --> 00:44:56.640
David DeRosier: Not good to reject papers because you don't solely on the
basis of resolution unless the need for that resolution is essential to
answer the question.

277
00:44:58.500 --> 00:44:59.520
wah chiu: Yeah yeah

278
00:45:00.120 --> 00:45:00.870
wah chiu: We actually

279
00:45:00.960 --> 00:45:08.790
David DeRosier: Break they work really hard and some samples simply a
difficult to get to really high resolution. That's the point.

280
00:45:09.120 --> 00:45:19.020 David DeRosier: So if you're reviewing and
paper and you say well you know you should get that to you know to extremes.
Well, it may not be that possible and reviewers aren't always aware

281
00:45:19.530 --> 00:45:30.180
David DeRosier: And how much work has gone into collecting the sample. So I
think you have to be judicious I'm for any of those who papers.

282
00:45:31.260 --> 00:45:43.140
michael schmid: And it's not. And it's almost guaranteed that that the
interesting structures will be dynamic and probably end up being lower
resolution because they're more interesting. They do things.

283
00:45:44.700 --> 00:45:56.160



wah chiu: Yeah. But I think at the same time, we need to be cautious whatever
we interpret is really there. Right. I mean, the nightmare is all I get
these, you know, to an eventual

284
00:45:56.490 --> 00:46:11.010 wah chiu: But I'm fortunately one regions, the
business end of the molecule is really low resolution and you start
speculating really high resolution detail now that's very dangerous. So I
think we need to be to be mindful.

285
00:46:12.090 --> 00:46:17.400
wah chiu: We want to have a very rigorous standard in assessing our map.

286
00:46:18.660 --> 00:46:30.000
michael schmid: And that's where, that's where these these posts, things like
like like validation of the maps and validate sense of your models and your
interpretations of those maps are really important.

287
00:46:32.700 --> 00:46:43.470
Saara Virani: I'd like to pick up on one of the questions that's come in and
and going back a little bit to wipe. Dr. Chu was mentioning about various
imaging modalities being available through the slack center and resources.

288
00:46:43.860 --> 00:46:50.490 Saara Virani: And also the idea that really
what we're trying to do at the end of the day is to solve a biological
problem or biological question.

289
00:46:50.970 --> 00:47:07.560
Saara Virani: Are there any recommended resources tools strategies or
insights you can share for integrating or correlating information from other
imaging modalities, for example, single, single, single molecule for
fluorescence imaging with along with criterion.

290
00:47:08.430 --> 00:47:15.030
wah chiu: Okay, thanks very much, asking the question. In fact, there's a
paper coming out this week in PNAS

291
00:47:15.600 --> 00:47:31.380
wah chiu: Professor W mana and I and Lucy Shapiro, we publish a paper in in
integrating super wrestlers and optical microscope being quiet year
tomography, I strongly encouraged to read it. In fact,

292
00:47:32.130 --> 00:47:39.120
wah chiu: The stuff is so exciting that the communication officer slack
actually wrote a paper.



293
00:47:39.810 --> 00:47:48.330 wah chiu: A Newsweek new release about this
work, I think, is the paper is coming out either this week or next week. And
so I think

294
00:47:48.720 --> 00:48:01.770
wah chiu: These to me is very powerful. And I think Dr. Rosie also spend some
time in pushing this methodology. He in what you see in these colored dots in
the forests and

295
00:48:02.430 --> 00:48:15.690
wah chiu: Together, what, you know, but you can only see the color. You
don't. You can see the protein at all. And then the yam. The choir year we
actually give you put your color in contacts you know either your next to the

296
00:48:16.320 --> 00:48:24.840
wah chiu: acting's my good to be on the west ago and so and so far. I think
that to me is probably the most exciting.

297
00:48:25.470 --> 00:48:33.810
wah chiu: Area. In addition to the single particle and, I believe, think
about ago would would be here for a long, long time because, you know, we
heard

298
00:48:34.230 --> 00:48:54.960 wah chiu: The power in the last couple of days.
But I think in extending further in in a bigger context, but the gray in in
the in the contact or cell biology and and also diseases. I MEAN, JUST
IMAGINE THE THING ABOUT THE coronavirus know colleague 90 I so

299
00:48:56.040 --> 00:48:57.600
wah chiu: It's amazing that when I

300
00:48:58.170 --> 00:49:02.100
wah chiu: I begin to the thing about it and actually work on it.

301
00:49:04.110 --> 00:49:08.130
wah chiu: It's a very complex. I mean, in fact, so many cells.

302
00:49:09.570 --> 00:49:15.390
wah chiu: And exactly what the detail mechanism, we don't know, even though
we have atomic detail of the spy protein.

303
00:49:17.250 --> 00:49:26.490
wah chiu: Know how these spy protein works in front of a neuron in front of a



hard sell.

304
00:49:27.870 --> 00:49:45.180 wah chiu: or what have you. So I think that
that I think could could be answered through food, not only single particle,
I THINK, THINK ABOUT A you really, really critical you provide you a
baseline. But, and then and couple with these fluorescent

305
00:49:46.080 --> 00:49:52.650
wah chiu: Light Microscopy and and tomography. I think that definitely would
would be a few pictures.

306
00:49:56.700 --> 00:49:57.210
michael schmid: Wonderful.

307
00:49:57.240 --> 00:50:03.600
Saara Virani: Thank you. Related Lee in terms of integrating data that we can
obtain from other modalities.

308
00:50:04.770 --> 00:50:19.560
Saara Virani: When we are actually processing criterium single particle data
if we already have a known crystal structure that accounts for the way the
question is written is for half the protein content of my sample at what
stage, can we use that data and how

309
00:50:24.120 --> 00:50:25.350
Saara Virani: I think this one may be

310
00:50:26.400 --> 00:50:32.790 Saara Virani: Ali. If you want to start off
with. And Michael. Maybe you also have some insight to share from a
crystallography background.

311
00:50:33.030 --> 00:50:39.990
Ali Punjan: I mean, I'll be the representative service at all since I think
this probably relates more to building the atomic model. Once you have to
find an ATM map.

312
00:50:41.160 --> 00:50:43.830
Ali Punjan: So is there maybe Michael or Cafe.

313
00:50:44.640 --> 00:50:46.440
Saara Virani: Greg or Kathy. If you'd like to

314
00:50:46.590 --> 00:50:48.600



michael schmid: Actually, actually. Greg up well.

315
00:50:49.740 --> 00:51:01.050
michael schmid: This is at the interface between between image processing and
and model building and that's that's that's a very gray area right now.

316
00:51:02.070 --> 00:51:13.470
michael schmid: And and so there are ways of assessing once you've done the
image processing compared to a model. And I'm sure that that that Greg and
and

317 00:51:13.920 --> 00:51:24.480
michael schmid: And that, that's no problem at all. The question is, can you
start using a model in order to assist in your image processing that's that's
definitely not

318
00:51:26.070 --> 00:51:26.820
michael schmid: Not there yet.

319
00:51:27.360 --> 00:51:29.100
Ali Punjan: Mm hmm. Yeah, definitely on that.

320
00:51:30.150 --> 00:51:38.880
Ali Punjan: Fleet model. Yeah, for sure if it's not a complete model,
especially, and I think I kind of pointed this a little bit when we were
talking about particle picking, there is a level of danger. I think

321
00:51:39.210 --> 00:51:45.030
Ali Punjan: Greg also pointed this out in his presentation, there's a level
of danger in using external information.

322
00:51:46.170 --> 00:51:55.980
Ali Punjan: To do the image processing because there's a chance that can
introduce bias and cause your image processing results which, at the end of
the day, are solving an inference problem to infer something

323 00:51:56.460 --> 00:52:04.170
Ali Punjan: Rather from rather than from your data instead in for something
that mainly comes from that external information that you provided. So in the
case of the crystal structure. For example,

324
00:52:04.560 --> 00:52:13.050
Ali Punjan: If you use it to help you in particle picking it may end up
driving particle pics that aren't actually real proteins but just happened
patches of noise or other density



325
00:52:13.410 --> 00:52:17.250
Ali Punjan: That matches with the template you provided from your PTV
structure or whatever it happens to be.

326
00:52:18.210 --> 00:52:26.190
Ali Punjan: And therefore, that those particle pics are now biased and they
will end up resolving a 3D structure that happens to look like the thing you
put in

327
00:52:26.430 --> 00:52:31.740
Ali Punjan: Not because that's actually in the images, but because it's
biased by the external information provided by that initial

328
00:52:32.280 --> 00:52:42.060 Ali Punjan: Model that you used, so it's
generally something that does require some thinking before bringing in
external data into the image processing pipeline. If you can do without it.
It's always better.

329
00:52:42.420 --> 00:52:50.610
Ali Punjan: That's why we always recommend using ab initio reconstruction to
make sure that you the 3D structure you think is there is actually there
without having any external bias.

330
00:52:51.180 --> 00:52:54.780
Ali Punjan: If you're at the point where you're sure that what you're looking
at is what you think you're looking at

331
00:52:55.170 --> 00:53:04.740
Ali Punjan: Then you can start to use external information to help you in
some ways, although even that's not very clear, a common practice in the
model building scenario that might be a little bit different, though.

332
00:53:11.070 --> 00:53:11.760
Ali Punjan: Any other

333
00:53:12.630 --> 00:53:15.030
Saara Virani: Any other comments from any of the other panelists.

334 00:53:16.170 --> 00:53:20.490
wah chiu: Yeah, I think it's also useful at this stage of

335
00:53:22.290 --> 00:53:22.680
wah chiu: Of



336
00:53:25.290 --> 00:53:31.830
wah chiu: Of interpreting your map I can think about a scenario that

337
00:53:33.390 --> 00:53:37.920
wah chiu: Say in the context. I mean, on the single bottle go use less of a

338
00:53:38.940 --> 00:53:50.910
wah chiu: A problem. I mean, I learned that the case that we find it. We
discovered a new protein. We have no idea what that was but then we combined
with biochemistry and

339
00:53:52.230 --> 00:54:03.750
wah chiu: But I can imagine a scenario that you do a tomography experiment
and using the suboptimal Graham averaging and then you able to

340
00:54:04.650 --> 00:54:15.840
wah chiu: pull this up TOMO Graham to supplant know me the resolutions and
then, but at the same time, the system is so complex, even the cell biology
don't know

341
00:54:16.500 --> 00:54:25.410 wah chiu: In these compact machinery. How many
proteins are there. I mean, they do proteomics, they know you know a number
supporting that they have to determine where they are.

342
00:54:26.550 --> 00:54:31.680
wah chiu: So in that kind of sub cellular level. I think it will be

343
00:54:33.480 --> 00:54:43.860
wah chiu: A resource frontier where they you can use the entire podium data,
bang, say if you have proteomics ideas you have 50 proteins there.

344
00:54:44.370 --> 00:55:01.050
wah chiu: And then, then you have one of those subsets of your structure to
get to something animated resolution, can you interpret your sub nanometer
rest resolution in terms of one or two of these 50 candidates.

345
00:55:06.540 --> 00:55:10.650
Saara Virani: Great, thank you. Um, I'm going to take us back a little bit to

346
00:55:11.700 --> 00:55:16.770
Saara Virani: To perhaps data collection and image formation theory, this
question is directed to



347
00:55:18.420 --> 00:55:36.990 Saara Virani: In final stages of
reconstruction, we use a calibrated pixel size is the difference between a
pixel size of let's say 1.18 and 1.1 considered significant and does it
affect the final map model and corresponding structure.

348
00:55:39.300 --> 00:55:41.100
David DeRosier: I'm sure. Thanks for the question.

349
00:55:42.810 --> 00:55:50.760
David DeRosier: I did talk about correction for magnification and the answer
to the question is what resolution. Are you working

350
00:55:51.780 --> 00:55:54.840
David DeRosier: But it's always best to make the correction.

351
00:55:56.490 --> 00:56:04.230
David DeRosier: When you're merging maps, one way or the other. And I think
there are different ways of making that correction. I don't know what

352
00:56:05.580 --> 00:56:25.500 David DeRosier: Programs us, but I did point
out when you're doing any kind of interpolation to get scaling. Correct. You
have to be careful because certain kinds of interpolation. In fact, reduce
the high resolution information by averaging

353
00:56:26.610 --> 00:56:36.210
David DeRosier: Um, so yeah you if I mean if you're working to 20 extreme
sudden, you know, that kind of difference doesn't matter, but

354
00:56:37.200 --> 00:56:57.150
David DeRosier: If you're working to two extremes, you have to ask the
question, doesn't matter. And I also think it may depend on the size of the
structure just seems to me that the whole structure will seem to expand
something like a virus. By the time you get to the outside. That is, you're
gone through

355
00:56:58.200 --> 00:57:00.960
David DeRosier: 300 pixels that small error.

356
00:57:01.350 --> 00:57:04.080
David DeRosier: Or mean the outside of the particle is different so

357
00:57:05.100 --> 00:57:07.800 David DeRosier: And it probably depends on both
of them.



358
00:57:08.820 --> 00:57:10.290
David DeRosier: Yeah, so you should worry

359
00:57:12.090 --> 00:57:13.020
Saara Virani: Great, thank you.

360
00:57:15.120 --> 00:57:15.480
Saara Virani: We have

361
00:57:15.870 --> 00:57:21.600
wah chiu: I think in general is also depends on what microscope you use also

362
00:57:23.130 --> 00:57:24.570
wah chiu: So,

363
00:57:25.890 --> 00:57:31.140
wah chiu: We have experienced that in one project in some years ago.

364
00:57:32.610 --> 00:57:45.390
wah chiu: We, you know, all the backbone choice is looks really, really good.
The site and also were obvious, but when do when we are doing the model
building step.

365
00:57:45.930 --> 00:57:57.060
wah chiu: And we find that actually the binding the stop the one that we
think it was so there is a kind of effects on a percentage different so we
need to adjust at that point.

366
00:57:58.530 --> 00:58:07.560 wah chiu: But I don't in, generally speaking, I
don't expect there will be a big around the stage with all the modern
microscope.

367
00:58:08.670 --> 00:58:11.340
wah chiu: Even with the energy field in place.

368
00:58:13.110 --> 00:58:24.810
wah chiu: But I think Adi Paul now that you said just to make some correction
in the report of the data processing pipeline. Is that right, the way I
understand it.

369
00:58:25.770 --> 00:58:31.560
Ali Punjan: And generally speaking, yeah. I mean, if you can choose the right



pixel size from the start. It's easier but

370
00:58:32.730 --> 00:58:45.600
Ali Punjan: In the image processing least in our hands. A lot of times if the
pixel size is slightly off the other parameters that you get estimated from
each image will offset to correct for that more or less not precisely to very
high resolutions, but sort of

371
00:58:47.700 --> 00:58:48.210
wah chiu: Yeah.

372
00:58:48.390 --> 00:59:11.040 David DeRosier: There are really two aspects
here. One is if you have images from to from different places with different
pixel magnification. That's one problem and that can be more serious than if
you're magnification for all your pixels is off by you know 1%

373
00:59:12.900 --> 00:59:31.020
David DeRosier: So there are two different issues about pixel size. I was
speaking to the case where you have data sets where the pixel size a little
bit different from one image to another. And I think while I was talking
about what happens to your pixel size is off when you're doing model building

374
00:59:31.560 --> 00:59:33.000
David DeRosier: Which requires

375
00:59:36.120 --> 00:59:37.980
David DeRosier: You know, lining up a model.

376
00:59:39.690 --> 00:59:46.020
David DeRosier: With a map and the model as one pixel size on the map as
another one.

377
00:59:46.860 --> 00:59:50.160
michael schmid: Yeah, the realization was that that the

378
00:59:50.790 --> 00:59:51.450 David DeRosier: The the

379
00:59:51.480 --> 01:00:13.170
michael schmid: Model had to be crammed into a a volume that was slightly
smaller than would fit and that makes many differences in the model. It makes
it just makes things much more difficult and as Ali said that even even a
small issue of of magnification difference does make it so that the CTF

380



01:00:13.410 --> 01:00:18.330
michael schmid: And other parameters that depend on resolution do get
slightly off.

381
01:00:18.720 --> 01:00:31.170
michael schmid: And and the programs will automatically try to fit those it's
always just trying to fit us curve and they try to fit it and they will
probably do a pretty good job of it. But, but it's not

382
01:00:31.680 --> 01:00:45.390
michael schmid: Doing it correctly and and and those will be slight errors
that that that that may make a difference in the map itself, let alone how to
cram a model into a map that doesn't fit Cinderella shoes.

383
01:00:48.120 --> 01:00:48.720 Exactly.

384
01:00:49.920 --> 01:00:51.000
Saara Virani: Okay, thank you.

385
01:00:52.320 --> 01:01:12.720
Saara Virani: Okay. We'll move on a little bit to CTF estimation. So a
specific question about patch Bay CTF in kreuzberg to CTF estimations from
micro graphs with larger carbon edges behave weirdly in patch CTF and how
does patch CTF estimation work when you're working with faceplate data.

386
01:01:14.370 --> 01:01:26.520
Ali Punjan: Great book, great questions on carbon edges and other large
strong aberrations in the images are like non ice regions definitely can
strongly effect. What patch CTF estimates as the D focus landscape.

387
01:01:27.510 --> 01:01:34.200
Ali Punjan: Generally speaking, what will end up happening is that at the
carbon edge the CTF estimated right at that edge will be

388
01:01:34.800 --> 01:01:45.000 Ali Punjan: Not great and particles that are
near the edge will not have a great CTF estimate, but further into the ice
patch CTF will recover the true CTF of the sample rather than what's
happening in the carbon

389
01:01:45.780 --> 01:01:55.650
Ali Punjan: That's not an area that we've explored too much in terms of
figuring out exactly why the carbon causes differences in with the city of
looks like the other question was about psychosis converting question.

390



01:01:58.620 --> 01:02:01.530
Saara Virani: I'm sorry, I believe it was

391
01:02:03.090 --> 01:02:04.200
Ali Punjan: Opacity of for

392
01:02:04.230 --> 01:02:05.700
Saara Virani: Further, yes.

393
01:02:06.210 --> 01:02:12.780
Ali Punjan: Right. Sorry. Yes, it does work perfectly well for Facebook data
works exactly the same way, except there's one extra global parameter that's
fit.

394
01:02:13.080 --> 01:02:17.610 Ali Punjan: For the entire image. It's a
constant across the image and that is the phase shift of the beam.

395
01:02:18.390 --> 01:02:24.360
Ali Punjan: And that is a parameter that is modulated by the faceplate
itself, depending on what kind of a split it wasn't. How exactly was set up.

396
01:02:24.930 --> 01:02:30.840
Ali Punjan: at different moments throughout the lifespan of that faceplate.
And since your data collection started the actual phase.

397
01:02:31.410 --> 01:02:36.900
Ali Punjan: Difference induced by the faceplate will be different. That might
depend on temperature or other factors, how much

398
01:02:37.560 --> 01:02:44.340
Ali Punjan: beam energy has been deposited in the faceplate or what I don't
know if it's well characterized. I definitely don't know. Personally, I don't
know if it has been well characterized.

399
01:02:44.700 --> 01:02:52.260 Ali Punjan: What exactly to causes the
faceplate phase to change it may not be exactly the 90 degree phase shift
that we want. Maybe something else.

400
01:02:52.560 --> 01:02:59.790
Ali Punjan: But any phase difference greater than zero can actually help the
image contrast. So what happens is in patch CTF or any CTF estimation
technique that

401



01:03:00.060 --> 01:03:07.200
Ali Punjan: Works with faceplate data is that we estimate a phase shift for
the entire image that corresponds to what the face plate was doing

402
01:03:07.680 --> 01:03:12.300
Ali Punjan: images that have a larger phase shift or closer to 90 degrees are
the ones probably that you want most

403
01:03:12.750 --> 01:03:23.130
Ali Punjan: Sense to have the best extra contrast that lower resolutions and
face shifts that are closer to zero will be more like standard non faceplate
imaging and you can create your data, for example, on that metric

404
01:03:26.160 --> 01:03:26.670
Thank you.

405 01:03:27.720 --> 01:03:31.260
Saara Virani: Moving along to once we actually have motion corrected and CTF

406
01:03:31.260 --> 01:03:40.590
Saara Virani: Estimated images and into particle picking. Do we have any
recommendations on how to handle particle picking on Lacey carbon grids
specifically

407
01:03:41.610 --> 01:03:43.500
Saara Virani: Any observations that we have may have made.

408
01:03:45.060 --> 01:03:52.650
Ali Punjan: I think Lacey carbon grades have the unfortunate problem that
often the image contains lots of carbon. I just from the lacy carbon

409
01:03:53.430 --> 01:04:02.040
Ali Punjan: The main thing you should do. There is, make sure to read out
particle candidate locations, based on the power score that I mentioned,
which was attempting to measure.

410
01:04:03.000 --> 01:04:08.550
Ali Punjan: Sort of statistical level of density that is present at a
particular location in the micro graph.

411
01:04:09.150 --> 01:04:14.550 Ali Punjan: Real particles, the protein, they
are interested in will have density within a pretty small tight band of
power.

412



01:04:15.210 --> 01:04:22.380
Ali Punjan: If there's too little power in the image that means you're
looking at an empty patch of ice or a degraded or broken particle or
something else that doesn't have enough

413
01:04:23.100 --> 01:04:26.760
Ali Punjan: Density if the density is too high image you're looking at carbon
or

414
01:04:27.120 --> 01:04:35.970
Ali Punjan: Edge of some sort or ice crystal or etc so that criteria can
generally weed out most particle pics that are on carbon or at the edges and
so on. The second way to deal with it is to just

415
01:04:36.360 --> 01:04:42.060
Ali Punjan: Not worry too much and allowed to do classification to sort this
out. When you're getting particle pics on for example of carbon edge.

416
01:04:42.450 --> 01:04:49.140 Ali Punjan: They all have a strong signal in
common, which is that edge. And when you do to declassification with those
kind of particles your end up with a 2D class that's basically

417
01:04:49.680 --> 01:04:56.400
Ali Punjan: half white, half black, and it's just an edge and all of the
particle pics that were on carbon edges will align with that class best

418
01:04:56.670 --> 01:05:01.890
Ali Punjan: Compared to any of the other classes and and you can just discard
that class. So generally, it's not something to worry about too much.

419
01:05:02.340 --> 01:05:11.490
Ali Punjan: But you should try to get rid of those bad pics as much as
possible. It's probably not a good idea to retain any particles, even if you
can see them, but they're on the carbon

420
01:05:13.320 --> 01:05:13.770
Ali Punjan: Perfect.

421
01:05:13.800 --> 01:05:14.280
Thank you.

422
01:05:15.300 --> 01:05:26.640 Saara Virani: Similarly, in terms of picking
during our practical, we had a chance to use the blob picker, and also
template based picking you also mentioned that car spark Rob certain tools



for deep particle picking

423
01:05:27.030 --> 01:05:33.480
Saara Virani: When white might we actually use those. And it's specifically
the topaz wrapped jobs at the moment and Carlsberg

424
01:05:33.660 --> 01:05:41.010
Ali Punjan: Great question. We actually have a long and very in depth
tutorial about how to use topaz within Christ broke on our website. I
definitely recommend anyone who's exploring this area to read that.

425
01:05:41.520 --> 01:05:46.890
Ali Punjan: We're also gonna be introducing soon our own D particle picking
methods in Christ spark that are implemented by our team.

426
01:05:47.250 --> 01:05:55.800 Ali Punjan: And there's lots of work in this
area is definitely an active space. The question is more about when to use
those and how and when to start considering using those techniques. So
generally speaking

427
01:05:56.520 --> 01:06:06.060
Ali Punjan: If you're working the place where these deep particle picking
methods will have the most advantage in terms of the workflow is when you're
looking at many samples of the same protein.

428
01:06:06.960 --> 01:06:15.300
Ali Punjan: Let's say you're working on multiple logins, or some other form
of variation between samples. In that case, what you can do is start with
your first data set.

429
01:06:15.900 --> 01:06:27.420
Ali Punjan: Manually pick particles as well as possible and you'll probably
need thousands of pics two to five to 10,000 manual particle pics across a
variety of micro graphs at different D focus levels.

430
01:06:27.870 --> 01:06:36.450 Ali Punjan: Once you have those manual particle
pics assembled, you can train for example topaz right now in Christ for the
topaz model to learn what those particles look like

431
01:06:36.900 --> 01:06:44.070
Ali Punjan: And then you can use the second job was called topaz extraction
or topaz picking to take your train model and apply to the remainder of the
micro rouse

432



01:06:44.820 --> 01:06:53.670
Ali Punjan: That's pretty much how you would use the D pickers. The nice
thing about it. Those once you've trained on model you can reuse that model
and another data set of the same protein.

433
01:06:54.000 --> 01:07:00.690
Ali Punjan: Even if there's some slight variation. So maybe it's you've added
ATP or you've added done something else to it and you want to pick a shape
that's almost identical.

434
01:07:01.050 --> 01:07:08.040 Ali Punjan: Then the second that model you've
already trained can be reused and it'll probably get you better particle
physics faster than doing blah picky and template picking

435
01:07:08.460 --> 01:07:16.320
Ali Punjan: If you're working on new data sets. Every time the advantage may
be less because you have to manually pick all those particles and you have to
curate them into the class classify them anyway.

436
01:07:16.950 --> 01:07:22.590
Ali Punjan: But it's still a good idea, and in some cases it's definitely
true that the D particle pickers can pick

437
01:07:23.280 --> 01:07:30.360
Ali Punjan: Much better than the other techniques that we mentioned,
especially when you have a huge amount of aggregates broken particles and
other

438
01:07:30.750 --> 01:07:33.810
Ali Punjan: Things that look just like your particle, but are not what you
would want to pick

439
01:07:34.500 --> 01:07:44.460 Ali Punjan: Then the deep figure can be much
more specific about what is a particle and what's not, however, as I
mentioned, you have to be able to manually pick very well to give it that
training signal so it can learn what you wanted to pick

440
01:07:44.850 --> 01:07:53.550
Ali Punjan: Otherwise, if you pick both good particles and aggregates. It
will also learn to pick those as well. So it's a yeah those are kind of the
regimes in which it can work.

441
01:07:54.960 --> 01:08:00.990
Saara Virani: Thanks. Once we've actually moved on from particle picking and
we're actually doing 2D classification



442
01:08:01.950 --> 01:08:04.020
Saara Virani: In the cases where we have very small

443
01:08:04.020 --> 01:08:11.460
Saara Virani: Particles, for example, one of our attendees is working in a
protein that's only 40 kilo adult and molecular weight and it forms a dimer.

444
01:08:11.790 --> 01:08:19.620 Saara Virani: And their experience to
declassification does not align even after they reduce the maximum alignment
resolution parameter to eight or 10 X drums

445
01:08:20.010 --> 01:08:24.990
Saara Virani: Are there any other strategies they can use to basically get
better looking 2D classes.

446
01:08:25.350 --> 01:08:33.840
Saara Virani: And is it worth going directly to 3D through ab initio
reconstruction and just going to refinement and seeing what happens. And I
guess to take that a little further, further

447
01:08:34.110 --> 01:08:40.770
Saara Virani: What is the relationship between how your 2D classes look and
what your 3D reconstruction might actually look like at the end of day.

448
01:08:41.580 --> 01:08:50.700
Ali Punjan: So, very good question. So with very small particles alignment is
a difficult problem, especially if it's a membrane protein, where, like I
said,

449
01:08:51.060 --> 01:08:55.500 Ali Punjan: The, the my seller nano disk
contributes a whole lot of power to the images signal power.

450
01:08:56.040 --> 01:09:03.270
Ali Punjan: And drives alignments, it can the missile can make it easier to
align different views of the overall particle in the membrane, but

451
01:09:03.570 --> 01:09:08.160
Ali Punjan: The particle, if it's symmetric. It's also going to be sort of
more circular spherical and it's going to have

452
01:09:08.490 --> 01:09:14.790
Ali Punjan: Multiple directions and look very similar to each other. So the
features that are available in order to align the images to the reference are



453
01:09:15.780 --> 01:09:24.120
Ali Punjan: Not very distinctive and in that scenario, actually what the user
asked is the opposite of what we should do we should actually for 2D
classification as to consider.

454
01:09:24.390 --> 01:09:29.370
Ali Punjan: Higher resolution details because we need those higher resolution
details to tell the difference between

455 01:09:29.820 --> 01:09:37.590
Ali Punjan: Nearby rotations of the particles, since that low resolution. If
you take a 40 kilo delta and protein. It's just going to look like a sphere.
If you look at it at under

456
01:09:37.890 --> 01:09:45.870
Ali Punjan: A 15 or 20 Engstrom resolution limit to, let's say, and even an
eight or 10 extremes. There may be very little in terms of discriminate
double features.

457
01:09:46.200 --> 01:09:53.520
Ali Punjan: That you can use for London so high resolutions are necessarily
likewise with ab initio reconstruction, we have to ask the algorithm by
changing its min and max.

458
01:09:53.970 --> 01:10:05.370
Ali Punjan: Resolution parameters to start considering while it's doing have
initial reconstruction much higher resolution details. So you may want to set
the maximum resolution for ab initio to four or five x terms, instead of the
usual 12

459
01:10:05.880 --> 01:10:12.570 Ali Punjan: And see what it does, there is
merit and just trying to go to 3D instead of looking for a good to the
classes, however, to answer the last question.

460
01:10:13.050 --> 01:10:22.890
Ali Punjan: In general, it's the correlation between the quality of to do
classes and the 3D structure going to get is very high, with one exception,
which is preferred orientation.

461
01:10:24.180 --> 01:10:32.010
Ali Punjan: Is preferred orientation aside if you get good looking to the
classes you're very likely to be able to resolve an ab initio structure and
get a refinement.

462
01:10:32.910 --> 01:10:41.910



Ali Punjan: Not necessarily to extremely high resolution, but something that
is clearly the protein of interest or lots of details secondary structure our
results, hopefully even side chains and beyond.

463
01:10:42.780 --> 01:10:51.210 Ali Punjan: If you don't see any details in
your 2D classes, it's highly unlikely they will appear magically in 3D.
Unless parameters been Miss set or something like that.

464
01:10:52.050 --> 01:10:57.480
Ali Punjan: The only change in this picture is when you have preferred or
injection. When you have preferred orientation. It's totally possible to get

465
01:10:57.810 --> 01:11:04.710
Ali Punjan: Very good looking to the classes and still not be able to resolve
three structure. But other than that, the correlation between the two is
quite strong.

466
01:11:05.460 --> 01:11:13.050
Ali Punjan: So you're better. But actually, if you're really not able to get
good looking to the classes at all. Definitely try pressing in 3D. I mean, it
doesn't take very long or too many clicks, but

467
01:11:13.590 --> 01:11:17.190
Ali Punjan: Your best bet is to try and reduce your sample preparation to get
thinner and thinner ice.

468
01:11:17.700 --> 01:11:28.350 Ali Punjan: Since vertical dots and many
proteins theoretically probably are within the envelope of what we can do
with a good camera, maybe an energy filter and so on. But the ice is the
biggest, most important criteria.

469
01:11:29.010 --> 01:11:30.510
David DeRosier: I was kind of had a thought.

470
01:11:31.920 --> 01:11:35.460
David DeRosier: Another way of helping yourself out is to increase the mass

471
01:11:37.890 --> 01:11:45.270
David DeRosier: By maybe sticking an empty monoclonal antibody on to read or
some other trend. People have tried

472
01:11:46.890 --> 01:12:00.480
David DeRosier: Because that's really at the bottom of what people have been
able to do I know, how does anyone gotten down to 40 will be at Keller



Dalton's so yeah that is potentially doable but tricky.

473
01:12:02.280 --> 01:12:02.640
David DeRosier: Sure.

474
01:12:02.730 --> 01:12:11.580 wah chiu: That's definitely we have been able
to see a 40 zero downtime. But this is an hour day. So that's gotta be
better.

475
01:12:14.850 --> 01:12:16.170
wah chiu: Without faceplate.

476
01:12:18.330 --> 01:12:21.420
wah chiu: I mean, if you work on a 40 killer doubt and the view.

477
01:12:23.160 --> 01:12:35.820
wah chiu: bit uncertain whether you actually have the molecules, I would
recommend you try out a Facebook even a combo other resolution give you a
sense of confidence, what you're working with.

478
01:12:40.350 --> 01:12:41.820
Saara Virani: Going back a step toward

479
01:12:42.930 --> 01:12:55.500
David DeRosier: Might also take a look and negative stain to see what your
sample looks like and stain. Are you supposed to be a better contrast may
give you a hand out the problem.

480
01:12:56.550 --> 01:13:08.280 wah chiu: Yeah. That's a good suggestion. But
after the negative Stan the freezing can be problematic. Sometimes, so at the
end, you need to go to the next step. The justice.

481
01:13:08.760 --> 01:13:19.320
David DeRosier: But the plan was this, there's some problem with your sample
that you don't know what back because you can't see anything on that may help
you decide to

482
01:13:20.820 --> 01:13:23.040
David DeRosier: Go back to bio chemistry or something.

483
01:13:23.370 --> 01:13:42.300
wah chiu: Yeah, I think we also have an experience that we fought. We know
the thing looks like. And because talk about 15 days from for a long time,



several years and you turn now I have a prefer orientation, what the
molecules.

484
01:13:43.320 --> 01:13:57.900
wah chiu: Right so so that's why these more automated more subjective
particle picking is importantly turnout. We pick all prefer orientations. I
mean, look at Cantor okay but

485
01:13:58.710 --> 01:14:13.590 wah chiu: But until we discovered that and at
that time working with Steve looking to eventually have a, a, a better
particle picking, all of a sudden we see 15 hours, a mother that go to night.

486
01:14:15.000 --> 01:14:24.750
wah chiu: Against them where we begin to see the critical features of the
object which, in that case was a small arm as well. So that really

487
01:14:26.940 --> 01:14:33.540
wah chiu: There's another parameters we know we can't see it, but we don't
know exactly how they don't give 3D

488
01:14:36.870 --> 01:14:38.400
wah chiu: Thank you speaking a

489
01:14:38.640 --> 01:14:39.990
Saara Virani: Challenging samples.

490
01:14:40.740 --> 01:14:54.570
Saara Virani: Would any of the panelists have experienced or tips on how to
address data collection for an elongated membrane protein in a nano disk with
a flexible hinge midway that apparently only presents side views.

491
01:15:05.490 --> 01:15:07.800
wah chiu: Could you repeat the question one more time.

492
01:15:08.040 --> 01:15:19.770
Saara Virani: Sure. How might we address data collection for an elongated
membrane protein in the nano disk with the flexible hinge midway having only
side views.

493
01:15:22.830 --> 01:15:25.860
wah chiu: Oh no, only side, we would be tough. I thing.

494
01:15:27.750 --> 01:15:30.600



wah chiu: You need to as what being described

495
01:15:31.920 --> 01:15:32.820
wah chiu: Using

496
01:15:34.320 --> 01:15:41.520
wah chiu: Somewhat detergent, see, well, you already did the amendment
Bernard detergent. So I don't know what else to get onto that.

497
01:15:42.900 --> 01:15:59.520
wah chiu: So I think by doing the tooting expand. I don't know what to thing
only solve the problem, right, because you can never yes and on gay that you
can never see the end of it. That is a challenging problem.

498
01:16:00.180 --> 01:16:19.290 michael schmid: Well, one of the one of the
conceptual ideas is if you have a molecule that could either be a straight
line or a shallow V or a more pronounced V shape all if you tilt tilt that
object in different orientations. All of them could look like a straight
line.

499
01:16:20.370 --> 01:16:28.230
michael schmid: And all of them would look like a straight line either have
long, you know, either a longer or shorter straight line, depending on your
on your perspective.

500
01:16:28.650 --> 01:16:33.930
michael schmid: How you were looking down on it and and that's always been a
big problem, especially with

501
01:16:34.560 --> 01:16:43.800
michael schmid: Pieces of RNA that have two arms that that are that are
loosely connected to each other and can, can the, the angle between them can
vary quite a lot like

502
01:16:44.310 --> 01:16:56.580 michael schmid: Like the, the angle that FA
bees can can adopt with each other and with the with the entire antibody
structure. So those are those are really quite difficult because different
orientations.

503
01:16:57.120 --> 01:17:09.390
michael schmid: can mimic different confirmations. And that's the whole.
That's the whole problem of of how correlation how the how the confirmation
correlates with the orientation.

504



01:17:10.350 --> 01:17:28.770
michael schmid: in these in these in these things and a was mentioned. Yeah,
you could you could perform tilt Paris, which then say that yes, both of
these views of the object tilted 20 or 30 or 40 degrees away from each other.
Both of these have to describe the same three dimensional object.

505
01:17:29.940 --> 01:17:45.420 michael schmid: And but that's that's quite
tedious and doesn't work for very, I mean you you have to be able to match
the same particle from two different tilts and that's it's done and and
people have used that but that that would be

506
01:17:48.300 --> 01:17:56.280
michael schmid: Leaving aside tomography, for a moment, though, that would be
the only way that you can decouple different orientations from different
confirmations.

507
01:17:59.400 --> 01:18:17.730
wah chiu: The other idea we are exploring along with that is to get income
moderate resolutions in tomography to start with and then do single particle
and see rica Mercer data. That way, we are exploring that approach at the
moment. I don't know if that would work or not, it makes sense.

508
01:18:17.970 --> 01:18:20.700
Ali Punjan: I think I just wanted to add about a tilting the data if

509
01:18:21.420 --> 01:18:30.210 Ali Punjan: I was thinking about a little while
you're both were talking, I think it could actually work, assuming if you
let's say you have this elongated number 14 for me. But the hinge structure
for a minute and you're seeing side, the use of it.

510
01:18:30.900 --> 01:18:37.440
Ali Punjan: If you're seeing multiple different side views like the particles
able to rotate this way then tilting will actually give you complete
information.

511
01:18:38.280 --> 01:18:45.330
Ali Punjan: Even tilting by a little bit and that that might solve the whole
problem if you're only seeing a single side view. Then there's really not
much that can be done from tilt.

512
01:18:46.500 --> 01:18:48.960
Ali Punjan: So that's just my two cents on the tilt.

513
01:18:49.770 --> 01:19:03.420 wah chiu: No, I agree, because I actually
thinking and other extreme case, you're looking at a donkey. That thing you



know you can offer a route. A with speed a meal cover all the angle. But if
you want to look at a pancake or five eight.

514
01:19:03.930 --> 01:19:09.750
wah chiu: Right, and that's really big problem as seeing the edge of a
Friday. Yeah, and

515
01:19:11.430 --> 01:19:20.280
wah chiu: So I think in decades. We use do it tomorrow wiki. See this thought
the fried egg. To start with, right, and

516
01:19:22.590 --> 01:19:46.470
wah chiu: Yeah, so the other idea. Maybe we pop races idea of these affinity
agreed. So from what the suggests that may provide an opportunity that
molecule may attached to the affinity more random me so that I think that you
have some preparations and I do encourage

517
01:19:48.750 --> 01:20:00.300 wah chiu: People actually look at some of the
previous tutorial similar works out pop gave last month in some of the early
when they may have some references to that.

518
01:20:01.770 --> 01:20:12.720
michael schmid: Are kind of wandering into into something that that that one
of the questioners has has picked up to ask, is there a pipeline to pick
classifying reconstruct

519
01:20:13.170 --> 01:20:33.480
michael schmid: Random conical tilt data, which is a, a, a, especially for
perhaps specifically for preferred orientation. But, but whether or not
random mechanical tilted has a long history for for trying to get

520
01:20:35.070 --> 01:20:42.330
michael schmid: Initial three dimensional models and is it, is it necessary
anymore and and can. Can we can we still use it.

521
01:20:43.800 --> 01:20:53.880 Ali Punjan: So I can just quickly say we have
never processed random random clinical data in Christ park or at all. And I
really don't know too much about how it works or how it should be done or how
widely used it, it is today.

522
01:21:01.980 --> 01:21:03.450
Saara Virani: Going back a little bit to

523
01:21:04.620 --> 01:21:06.330



01:26:14.460 --> 01:26:25.560 Ali Punjan: So the free crop box size is
essentially a box size that you're choosing to which the particles that you
extract at their original box size will be down sampled

557
01:26:26.130 --> 01:26:36.510
Ali Punjan: By a four year cropping operation. I won't go into what for a
cropping is essentially a lossless way to remove high resolution information
but retain lower resolution details, without any aberrations.

558
01:26:37.380 --> 01:26:43.560
Ali Punjan: The reason for for a cropping is entirely computational in order
to save space memory and time.

559
01:26:44.040 --> 01:26:49.500
Ali Punjan: We could use the original images like from a micro graph pick all
the particles and then extract them at some box eyes.

560
01:26:50.160 --> 01:26:55.830
Ali Punjan: We could use those full resolution images and the pixels will be
the same size as our input raw data pixels.

561
01:26:56.430 --> 01:27:07.140 Ali Punjan: But in many cases that resolution
is far too high, beyond what we actually need to consider, for example, the
data was collected and super resolution your pixel size might be half an
extra i, which means

562
01:27:07.740 --> 01:27:16.740
Ali Punjan: The resolution of the images is just so high that you need so
many pixels to see one particle, but you're never going to reach one Engstrom
resolution most likely

563
01:27:17.220 --> 01:27:24.990
Ali Punjan: And so there's no need to store the images that full resolution
when reprocessing them. So for computational convenience, we have this
feature that allows us to

564
01:27:25.440 --> 01:27:36.000
Ali Punjan: Down sample the images to a smaller size meaning shrink them not
Cropped but shrink and that's what the 40 crop sizes. So what you need to
choose the way you need to choose that is to choose a size.

565
01:27:36.780 --> 01:27:45.360 Ali Punjan: Relative to the actual box size
from that you extracted that when the ratio between those yields of final
pixel size after down sampling



566
01:27:45.720 --> 01:27:51.300
Ali Punjan: Where you can still get to the resolution you want. So for
example, if you collect your data at super resolution half an extra per
pixel.

567
01:27:52.020 --> 01:28:02.580
Ali Punjan: That and let's say you extracted your box at 512 pixels. Then you
might want to choose a free crop box size of half of that size. So 256
pixels.

568
01:28:02.940 --> 01:28:10.380
Ali Punjan: And that will mean that your final pixel size after for a
cropping is double the original pixel size, which was half. Thanks. So your
final exercise.

569
01:28:10.680 --> 01:28:22.080 Ali Punjan: Is one extreme, and that means you
can still get to a resolution of two extremes, which is very high. So that's
how you would choose if you're aiming for extremely high resolution use the
full resolution of the data if you know you're not going to external are

570
01:28:22.350 --> 01:28:27.510
Ali Punjan: Just additional convenience reduce the box size at the same time
the user asked

571
01:28:27.600 --> 01:28:29.550
Saara Virani: The question asked change it later.

572
01:28:29.730 --> 01:28:41.220
Ali Punjan: You can always rerun an extraction job and just change that
parameter and you'll get a new stack of particles that are created at the
same extraction positions. Same boxes that are extracted but down sampled to
a different level.

573
01:28:41.730 --> 01:28:46.230
Ali Punjan: Final note is that all the jobs in Christ work that you use the
particle images can also do this.

574
01:28:46.560 --> 01:28:52.320 Ali Punjan: Free cropping on the fly. So for
example, when you're into the classification. It's done for you when you do a
refinement.

575
01:28:52.680 --> 01:28:57.360
Ali Punjan: There's a parameter called refinement box size and you can set
that to any boxes that you want.



576
01:28:57.660 --> 01:29:03.330
Ali Punjan: And the particles will be down sampled on the fly. The, the only
issue with that is that there was no reason to store them in their full
resolution.

577
01:29:03.600 --> 01:29:09.600
Ali Punjan: If you're going to down some of them anyway. So you might as well
save all that disk space on disk reading time. We're just storing them at a
lower resolution.

578
01:29:11.310 --> 01:29:11.760
Saara Virani: X.

579
01:29:13.260 --> 01:29:29.070 Saara Virani: On particle picking. If you have
a heterogeneous sample where the complex ALEC illegal rises to form for
example 300 kilo Dalton and three and 600 kilo Dalton structures. Can I pick
different particles based on their dimensions.

580
01:29:30.990 --> 01:29:34.140
Ali Punjan: You can try, but you probably will.

581
01:29:35.460 --> 01:29:42.930
Ali Punjan: So the, the ability for a particle pickers to differentiate
between different structures depends on what kind of particle picker you used

582
01:29:43.470 --> 01:29:51.210
Ali Punjan: If you use a blog based particle picker, depending on the view in
directions and shape of the object, you might end up picking lots of 306
hundred kilo delta and objects.

583
01:29:51.510 --> 01:29:56.310
Ali Punjan: If you use template picking or D picking trained or classified
using templates.

584
01:29:56.670 --> 01:30:07.290 Ali Punjan: That are specific to those two
shapes you might be able to separate them. But in both cases. In all cases,
it's actually more powerful since the difference between those two objects is
going to be so much 300 vs 600 kilotons

585
01:30:07.740 --> 01:30:14.940
Ali Punjan: To just pick everything and sort them out in 2D or 3D
classification. That'll be much more accurate and powerful than trying to
sort them out at the particle thinking stage.



586
01:30:16.350 --> 01:30:19.860
Saara Virani: Is it possible to use a rectangular box for particle picking

587
01:30:20.460 --> 01:30:24.990
Ali Punjan: Unfortunately no everything as far as I've ever seen in single
particle em is done with square boxes.

588
01:30:25.380 --> 01:30:34.110
Ali Punjan: Because it makes the math for your transforms everything else,
much much cleaner. At the end of the day, it's no one's invested the time to
work everything through with a rectangular box.

589
01:30:36.240 --> 01:30:39.720 Saara Virani: Can cry or spark specifically
deal with helix particles.

590
01:30:40.080 --> 01:30:44.100
Ali Punjan: Customer doesn't currently have support for helical structures we
are building helical refinement.

591
01:30:44.940 --> 01:30:53.550
Ali Punjan: But we'll see how far we go with that. The hardest thing about
he'll go structures as far as I'm aware, is in figuring out the helical
symmetry parameters.

592
01:30:54.120 --> 01:31:02.760
Ali Punjan: And that's a as far as we know, still an open problem in the
field to try and estimate those from the image data. And if you get them
wrong. It's very easy to recover incorrect helical structure.

593
01:31:03.900 --> 01:31:12.150
Ali Punjan: So we'll see if we actually managed to solve that problem, but we
will eventually, hopefully relatively soon have the ability to do helical
refinements as well.

594
01:31:12.690 --> 01:31:16.770
wah chiu: I will say, does anyone have a hiccup problem. Talk to David. The
Roman

595 01:31:18.150 --> 01:31:20.610
wah chiu: Mr father here to go reconstructions.

596
01:31:24.240 --> 01:31:30.150
Ali Punjan: Maybe, maybe. Dr. Z, you can give us some tips or ideas about
what people should do if they are considering chemical structures.



597
01:31:34.740 --> 01:31:35.970
David DeRosier: Yeah, I think.

598
01:31:37.320 --> 01:31:51.990
David DeRosier: I believe there's a version of free line that deals with
helix structure. So I'm going to actually solve the helical structure in a
while being that I'm retired and have returned to being a postdoc so

599
01:31:53.880 --> 01:32:08.190
David DeRosier: Yeah, I think so. Originally helix particles were dealt with
as helical structures and we use for a vessel transformations in order to
generate three dimensional map.

600
01:32:08.700 --> 01:32:23.190
David DeRosier: I believe nine jalan one salt has us to Colleen receptor to
near atomic resolution using and the reason for maintaining it was that as
you produce

601 01:32:24.390 --> 01:32:35.850
David DeRosier: As you add data in the reflections. These layer line
reflections become sharper, and the noise is reduced. So you have a pretty
good idea of whether things are getting better.

602
01:32:36.540 --> 01:32:52.140
David DeRosier: And I remember that man van heel and suggested, why not treat
them as single particles. I said, well then you lose this advantage of seeing
the build up a signal reduction of noise, my graduate student at Edelman, who
is the other real

603
01:32:53.760 --> 01:32:57.690
David DeRosier: Aside from people like Tony Crowther Nigel. And when it

604
01:32:59.820 --> 01:33:00.240
wah chiu: Took

605
01:33:00.990 --> 01:33:11.970
David DeRosier: We didn't know about that suggestion, but check Pooh poohed
and he introduced his own method, which has a very complicated List of
letters beginning but I somehow and

606
01:33:12.540 --> 01:33:22.350 David DeRosier: That is them mode of dealing
with on the single particles, but you do need to understand the helical
symmetry in order to get the structure right

607



01:33:22.770 --> 01:33:26.820
David DeRosier: But is what now is the sort of standard way of processing
helical

608
01:33:26.820 --> 01:33:36.720
David DeRosier: Structures and the reason it's so powerful is that Hilo seas
are not perfect crystals. They may have variable twist and them.

609
01:33:37.140 --> 01:33:38.040
David DeRosier: Or other

610
01:33:39.330 --> 01:33:39.840
David DeRosier: Kind of

611
01:33:42.120 --> 01:33:48.720
David DeRosier: Confirmation or variations or you may have structural
variations in which you may have something bound to part of

612
01:33:49.920 --> 01:34:02.940
David DeRosier: one segment of your helix and not to another. So I think this
is the way people deal with them now and it's how you can most easily get to
higher resolution, but again,

613
01:34:04.170 --> 01:34:09.540 David DeRosier: You do need to figure out a
local cemetery. It's not always so easy to do.

614
01:34:13.470 --> 01:34:14.850
Ali Punjan: That that acronym, by the way, is

615
01:34:14.910 --> 01:34:19.140
Ali Punjan: I, ah RSR iterative helical real space refinement.

616
01:34:21.060 --> 01:34:22.560
David DeRosier: I'm glad you can remember that.

617
01:34:27.690 --> 01:34:28.050
Okay.

618
01:34:29.310 --> 01:34:46.020
Saara Virani: Okay. Um, when it comes to reconstruction of viruses. Is there
any advantage of imposing see one symmetry. Does it remove any of the
restrictions otherwise imposed by using AI or icon. He drills symmetry and
this, this is an open question for for anyone.



619
01:34:47.130 --> 01:34:50.310
Ali Punjan: I can, I can start on that one. I think definitely if you're
working with a virus.

620
01:34:50.940 --> 01:34:57.480 Ali Punjan: Depending on what the virus is
doing what's happening. There's a good chance that some of the sub units are
doing are structurally different than the others.

621
01:34:58.020 --> 01:35:02.130
Ali Punjan: Either because they have some confirmation of variability or
something like that or the virus isn't a perfect

622
01:35:02.640 --> 01:35:16.140
Ali Punjan: Shell perfectly formed. So doing a see one refinement can
definitely be a good idea, but you have to make sure you start off with an
initial model that does have the symmetry, more or less, that you expect the
virus to have like I was explaining when we talked about ab initio
reconstruction.

623
01:35:17.280 --> 01:35:22.800
Ali Punjan: With virus particles, since they all kind of look the same circle
circular at a low resolution.

624
01:35:23.700 --> 01:35:32.460 Ali Punjan: It's impossible for, for example,
ab initio reconstruction algorithms to recover the overall structure of the
virus without already knowing that it's a shell.

625
01:35:32.820 --> 01:35:43.830
Ali Punjan: So if you start with an initial model that maybe came from a
symmetric refinement, but then redo the refinement in see one, you may be
able to discover any symmetry breaking, more sort of symmetry type of

626
01:35:45.180 --> 01:35:46.410
Ali Punjan: Appearance that may happen.

627
01:35:49.170 --> 01:35:59.010
michael schmid: And it's interesting that that uh when you do these things of
sometimes you want to have the symmetry and post and then relax it

628
01:35:59.700 --> 01:36:14.520
michael schmid: And that's the story and with many of these things. But you
you meant you brought up cases where imposing the symmetry before you relax
it is will give you a will give you problems like the, the idea of the of the
star shaped



629
01:36:16.230 --> 01:36:29.130 michael schmid: Thing you get when you impose d
seven symmetry on on this on these barrels. So it's, it's a, it's a, actually
it's a fine line of whether you impose symmetry first and then relax it,
which is the way most people

630
01:36:29.490 --> 01:36:41.400
michael schmid: When things are going right. That's the way they would do it
to discover. First, the best starting model and then try and relax it from
that but you you brought up a point where a

631
01:36:41.700 --> 01:36:42.840
michael schmid: Situation where

632
01:36:43.230 --> 01:36:52.230
michael schmid: Imposing that symmetry, a priori is is not a good idea. So,
so that that's that's new. That's news to me too.

633
01:36:58.950 --> 01:37:04.710
Saara Virani: Um, how are we doing in terms of time for our general
discussion I

634
01:37:05.730 --> 01:37:07.320
wah chiu: Yeah, I think that

635
01:37:08.550 --> 01:37:17.280 wah chiu: I think we covered a lot of grounds
and well I suggest we will adjourn for the formal meeting.

636
01:37:18.390 --> 01:37:41.280
wah chiu: For the general presentations and I first like to thank all the
panelists, the vote last three days reverse and they rig and it sir and
Stephen and Greg and Kevin be I like also defang Joanne police. He who put in
a lot of em initiative work.

637
01:37:42.630 --> 01:37:59.880
wah chiu: And I really appreciate that because the slack room is immense
amount of red tape for anybody to do that. And I like to thank ed to make it
possible for our server to

638
01:38:01.350 --> 01:38:13.140
wah chiu: To be accessible to some of the participants. I apologize. We can
get everybody get into our system because we just don't have that computing
power. Hopefully we will have in the future.

639



01:38:14.550 --> 01:38:26.820 wah chiu: So, and I personally enjoy immensely
if if every lecture I had in the last two and a half days and I, I hope you
will return the question there.

640
01:38:27.660 --> 01:38:41.460
wah chiu: From which we will we will analyze critically to to guide us for
the future works up and I personally like to have some follow up with some of
you, or maybe all of you.

641
01:38:42.780 --> 01:38:56.130
wah chiu: That, that we may have a more general discussion, along with these.
And I'm considering actually bringing I call the so called town hall meeting
which I had 10 so many last couple months.

642
01:38:56.550 --> 01:39:06.270
wah chiu: I find that they can be useful with people from different
perspective and different experience. And that, I think in these

643
01:39:07.140 --> 01:39:27.390 wah chiu: Working more. And if we can convince
Sarah to help us to moderate meeting like this. And I think this will be
immensely successful. I think a good moderator speak for everything. Of
course, assuming all the speakers extremely exciting.

644
01:39:28.470 --> 01:39:39.030
wah chiu: And informative. Okay, so with that I think we thank you. I think
we adjourn the meeting for the general audience and you 15 minutes

645
01:39:40.110 --> 01:39:47.250
wah chiu: David, thank you. And in 15 minutes we will go to have some more
discussion with the

646
01:39:49.020 --> 01:40:10.440
wah chiu: Practical participant for this workshop and we will hear what their
particular concern and some of them will share with us some of their, their
own experience with their projects. And with that, and I think everybody and
keep safe and hope to see you again. Hopefully in person.

647
01:40:13.350 --> 01:40:15.060
wah chiu: Okay, good. Thank you.

648
01:40:15.510 --> 01:40:21.030 Ali Punjan: You are. Thank you, everyone. And
again, thanks. From our side as well to all the organizers and all the
participants and all the viewers.


